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ABSTRACT
Lai -Chan' s method is applied to evaluate the far field
caused by a uniformly moving source in a number of media. The
concept of the Doppler-shifted wave-vector surface C DWS),
whose geometric properties Cat the point of stationary phase)
directly determine the far field, is emphasized. The point of
stationary phase on a DWS is found explicitly as a function
of space-time variables for some simple media, including a
non-dispersive uni axi al medium, an isotropic cold plasma, and
an uni axi al cold plasma in which a charge is moving along the
field. In the case of isotropic cold plasma, the complex
Doppler effect and the all -forward radiation effect is shown
with the help of the DWS. For an uni axi al cold magnetopl asma,
the DWS for Cer enk ov radiation is found to be quite different
from that for the non-dispersive case. For a general cold
magnetopl asma, with the source moving along B, DWS's are
plotted and the points of stationary phase can be found
numerically with the help of these graphs the far field can
be found by straight forward calculation. One special case in
the cold magnetopl asma, where the radiation field along B is
enhanced to be having 1 /-r dependence, is considered. I t is
found that the existence of this enhanced field-aligned
radiation depends on the velocity of the source. The self
mode interference effect is also indicated in this case.
Chapter I
Introduction
It is well-known that the radiation field of a localized
monochromatic radiating source in a homogeneous medium can be
calculated by carrying out an integration over the
wave-vector k-space after taking the Fourier transform of the
Maxwell equation. The main contribution to the far field
comes from the wave-vector surface with k on this surface
satisfying the dispersion relation of the medium.
Furthermore, through the method of stationary phase
CLighthi11,1960; Giles,1978}, the dominant contribution to
the far field at position x relative to the source has been
shown really coming from the surface element around the point
of stationary phase on the wave-vector surface where the
normal direction of this point is the same as x. The far
field found by this method has the 1-K- dependence, where K
is the magnitude of the Gaussian curvature at the point of
stationary phase.
Lai and Chan has extended the above method to calculate
the far field from a localized radiating source moving at
velocity V in an anisotropic dispersive homogeneous and
loss—free medium CLai Chan, 1986}. However, in the case of
a moving source of a proper frequency w, the frequency is
shifted to-°+ k V by the Doppler effect; the wave-vector
surf ace, accordingly modified is called the Dopplei shifted
wave-vector surface CDWS}. Here y s CI— (3 with (3= Vc
and the z-axis is taken to be along V. The aim of this thesis
is to study this formulation and to apply it to several kinds
of media to see some of the characteristics of the far field
and the energy flow.
In chapter II, the formulation given by Lai and Chan is
summarized for the use of later chapters.
The concept of DWS is studied in chapter III. Some
examples of DWS's for several media are also given. In Lai
and Chan's paper, the angle between the k vector and the
cylindrically symmetric axis is used as a coordinate of the
cylindrical1y symmetric DWS to calculate the Gaussian
curvature of the surface. In this thesis, the variable k
Cthe z-component of the wave-vector k3 is used instead of 6
since it is easier to express the surface as an explicit
function of k (p than in 6y py where p is the azimuthal
angle of the cylindrical coordinate system, especially in the
case of a moving source. Also, the derivative dk dk has a
simple relation to the space-time variables Cx,t} at the
observation point, since the normal of the DWS at the point
of stationary phase is parallel to the observation direction
x- Vt. Making use of this fact, the points of stationary
phase for some simple media, where the corresponding DWS,s
are of the quadratic form, can be found as functions of
space-time explicitly, and thus the radiation field can be
found as explicit function of Cx,t) also. For a DWS having
more complicated form, it is found that the graph of DWS is
still very useful in the determination of the points of
stationarv ohas.
The definition of a moving radiation source is given in
chapter IV through relativistic transformation from the rest
frame of the source to the rest frame of the medium. Two
simple radiating sources, namely, a helically moving charge
and a linearly oscillating charge, are considered and thei:
Fourier transforms are given in an exact form which are usei
in the later chapters.
In chapter V, the simplest case of a moving di pole's
radiation in vacuum is considered to give a check of the
formulation. It is found that the result of Lai-Chans method
is the same as that given by Li n£ar d-Wi echar t s method and
that found by taking a relativistic transformation of the
radiation field due to a stationary dipole.
Isotropic non-dispersive medium is considered in chapter
VI. For the velocity of a moving source? 1Yc, where s is
the dielectric constant of the medium, the DWS changes from
ellipsoid to hyperboloid and so the far field found in this
case is different from that for that in (3 1Ys. One
difference is that there are two points of stationary phase
for a given Cx,tD. Also, the far field in this case is found
to be divergent on the Cerenkov cone. This unphysical result
is due to the fact that nondi sper si ve model is not valid at
high frequency. Cerenkov radiation is also considered.
In chapter VII, the far field of a moving source in an
isotropic cold plasma is found as a function of space—time
variables. The complex Doppler effect CFrank, 1943D exists in
this case. Using DWS, this effect is easily seen since the
DWS is above the k axis if the velocity of the source
exceeds a certain value such that co y K to, where co is the
plasms. frequency of the medium. From the picture of the DWi,
the radiation for this case is also easily seen to be
all-forward, since now all k are having positive z-component
k.
A simple anisotropic non-dispersive uniaxial medium is
considered in chapter VIII. For the source moving along the
symmetric axis, the DWS for both the ordinary mode and the
extraordinary mode are still of the same form as that of the
isotropic case, so the radiation field can be found using the
similar method C but the detailed form of the radiation field
is different of course). For the velocity not along the
symmetric axis, the DWS of the extraordinary mode is not
cylindrically symmetric any more. However, the Gaussian
curvature can still be found by using k and p as coordinate
variables of the surface. Since and in
this case are simply related to Cx,tD, the radiation field in
this case can also be found as an explicit function of Cx,t3.
Since the DWS in this case is in a general form of a
quadratic surface, we can see that the point of stationary
phase on a quadratic DWS can be found explicitly as a
function of SDace-time variables.
The dispersion relation of a cold magnetoplasma is
discussed in chapter X. Graphs of w vs k f or different 6 and
the DWS for V parallel to B are plotted. Since the DWS is
complicated in this case, it is difficult to find the point
of stationary phase as a function of space-time explicitly.
The method to find it numerically by making use of the graph
of DWS is discussed and the formulas for the calculation of
the group velocity and Gaussian curvature are given.
One special case where the external magnetic field is
very strong C i.e. the uniaxial cold magnetopl asma), is
considered in chapter IX in connection to the Cerenkov
radiation cause by a charge moving along the external
magnetic field .In this simple case, the radiation field can
be found as a function of Cx,tD and so the radiation power
can be calculated. However, it is found that this power
diverges as the velocity of the charge tends to zero. This
divergence may be traced to the fact that, as O. the
radiation comes from waves of infinite k; the cold plasma
model is expected to fail in this case.
Another special case in a cold magnetopl asma is that,
for certain plasma parameters, the cylindrical1y symmetric
DWS i s havi ng maxi mum C or mi ni munD k f or k 0. In this
case, the principal curvature is equal to zero, so the
general formula which depend on the inverse of the Gaussian
curvature can not be used. Instead, an integration over on
a ring of these maximum Cor minimum!) wavevector should be
done separately. This results in a far field, which is
inversely proportional to the square root of distance, along
the external magnetic field. This wave is referred as the
enhanced field-aligned wave. The necessary and sufficient
condition for the occurrence of this 0 case is found for
the V= O case. For 0, the value for this case to happen
can only be found numerically with the help of the graph of
corresponding DWS, and this calculation is done for some
cases. Examples with using a helically moving charge and a
linearly moving charge as the moving radiating source are
considered. In the former case, it is found that only the
wave with frequency equal to the gyro-frequency of the
helically moving charge can survive. All other harmonics
vanish after the integration over The energy flow due to
the zero frequency term also vanishes since both radiation
E and B fields of this term are along z. For the linearly
oscillating charge, self-mode interference effect is found
except for the charge is oscillating along or perpendicular
to z, so this effect is explained by the interference between
the k's on the ring of= 0.
Conclusions are given in the last chapter.
Chapter II
Summary of Lai- Chan's Method
It is convenient to write the macroscopic Maxwell




where ECx,tD and BCx,t} are the macroscopic electric and
magnetic field respectively, JCx,t} and Cx,t} are the
external current density and charge density DCx.tD is the
displacement current. Taking Fourier-Laplace transform of the
above equations and using the boundary condition and initial
condition that all field quantities equal to zero either at




where Jc, co are the wave vector and frequency respectively,








where Ck,toD is the determinant of ACk,wD, and r is the
adj oint tensor,
C2-1 1:
v is an infinitesimal positive quantity which is introduced
to make the result satisfy causality means volume
integration over all k-space
Making use of C2-1CO, Lai and Chan developed a method to
calculation the far field and energy flow radiated from a
localized radiating source uniformly moving in an anisotropic
dispersive and lossless medium. The Fourier-Laplace transform
of the current density of the moving radiating source with
velocity V is assumed to be monochromatic in the following
form CLai Chan, 1986D:
C2-12D
where JCkD is a well behaved function of and
relativistic factor is the frequency of
the radiating source in the co-moving frame of the source
Substituting C2—12D into C2—10D:
C 2-13D
where denotes that inside the bracket
For large the integration is mainly contributed by
the wave—vector lying on the surface satisfying
C2-14D
This surface is called the Doppler-shifted wave-vector
surface CDWSD. Expanding the k value around DWS and perform
the integration C2-13D for the normal component of the DWS
first. A surface integration on the DWS is then left:
C2-15D
where DWS' denotes that the surface integration is performed
only over that part of DWS satisfying Cx-VtDN 0, with N
being the unit vector of the normal direction of the DWS
which is defined as the direction and
denotes the projection of the vector along N. Note that the
group velocity of a wave in the medium can be found by:
C2-16D
C2-17D
and for the wave-vector on DWS
C2-18D
C2-19D
is along N. of the DWS. For large |x-Yt|, C2-16D can be
further simplified using the method of stationary phase:
the main contribution to C2-19D are coming from the
wave-vector on DWS such that N of these points is exactly
parallel to x-Vt Csee Fig.2-1D. The final result is:
C 2-202)
where K is the magnitude of the Gaussian curvature of the DWS
at k
C 2-212)
with X and X being the principal curvatures;
C 2-22}
Note that K 0 is assumed in C 2-202). Choosing two
coordinates u,v of the DWS having the following properties:
C2-232J
Then the principal curvatures can be found by:
C 2-242)
C 2-252)
For a single a term in C2-2C0, the time average energy flow
can also be found by using the well-known expression Ce. g.
Stix, 19622):
where means complex conjugate. After some calculation:




So, the power received at Cx,tD per unit solid angle
subtended at the sourr-ta+ i.
C 2-29D
This power is not the same as that emitted by the source. The
emitted power per unit solid anale at t is found to be:
C 2-3CO
C2-31}
with 0 being the angle between V and V. f has the physicalEI
meaning that it is the- ratio between the retarded time scale
to the observation time scale:
C2-32D
Note that we have assumed in the above results that
and is non-zero. However, for a degenerate medium such
that in vacuum this is not
the case. Forturnately, if the adjoint tensor for these
degenerate medium having the form of where
1 s
non-zero for 0, then the above results C2-20D, C2-26D,
C2-29D can still be used if we replace and




Doppler-shifted wave-vector surface CDWS)
3.1 Definition and physical meaning
From chapter I. it can be seen that the knowledge of DWS
is essential in the calculation of the far field due to a
uniformly moving radiating source in a medium. Let
be the dispersion relation of this medium, then DWS can be
defined as the three dimensional surface in the wave-vector
space which is formed by the intersection of the four
dimensional hvoer-surface of and the Diane of
Doppler equation
where is the comDonent of k alona V. From C2-14D, we know
r-3-1 -1 n
that this surface is in fact given by
rp-1 -PD
In the case of an isotropic medium, co only depends on
+ Ki=»+ Ttnf v- SO that we can draw the dispersion surface
on a two dimensional graph as a curve The DWS i n
this case can also be drawn as a. curve whi ch
actually is a cylindrical symmetric surface about the
direction of V Csee Fig.3—ID.
For an anisotropic medium, DWS can not be drawn as a
curve in two dimensional space as before in general, except
that the medium is cylindrical1y symmetric and V is along the
axis of svmmetry. In this case, can onlv be drawn as
a surface in three dimensional space
like that
of Fia 3-2 but the DWS can still be drawn as a two
dimensional curve like that of Fiq. 3-1b.
The physical meaning of DWS is that for a radiating
source of single proper frequency and uniformly moving
through a medium, the frequency of the radiated wave is no
longer single frequency, but depend on the direction of the
wave-vector k. Note that only the wave with frequency and
wave-vector lying on the dispersion surface car
propagate through the medium. The frequency of the radiated
wave of the wave-vector on DWS can be found easily by
C3-1-ID. The direction of the group velocity of the radiated
wave and the retarded position of the radiating source can
also be found by the method in Chapter I with the help of the
graph of DWS Csee Fig. 2-1D. Also, the K 1 dependence of the
energy C2—18D indicates the concentration of the wave-vector
radiated in a aiven direction.
Note that if V= 0, DWS reduces to the ordinary
wave-vector surface for a single frequency source.
3.2 Examples of DWS
Some simple examples of DWS are given here to illustrate
the concept of DWS and some of them will be useful in later
discussion.
3. 2. 1 vacuum
The dispersion relation of vacuum is:
Thus, the DWS is:
C3-2-1D
C3-2-2D
which is an ellipsoid. See Fi gs. 3-3,3-4. [3 is defined to be
Vc as usual
The DWS of vacuum can also be written in i.he fnrm m-f V r.
angle between k and V
r3-2-3:
3.2.2- isotropic non-dispersive media
Let the dispersion surface be:
C 3-3-4])
where e is the dielectric constant of the medium usual1






it is an ellipsoid similar to that of vacuum.
it becomes a paraboloid.
it is a hyperboloid. See Fig. 3-3.
So, it is clear that if the velocity of the radiating
source exceeds the velocity of light of that medium, the
topology of the DWS is much different from that of vacuum. As
we shall see, certain special effects, including Cerenkov
radiation appears in such situation.
3.2.3 non-dispersive uni axi al medi a
The dispersion tensor for a wave in a non-dispersive
uniaxial medium expressed in cylindrical coordinate p,$,z is:
where z has been chosen as the direction of the symmetric
axis of the medium. The dispersion relation is
C 3-2-8!)
The ordinary mode oo2= c2k2 is just like C3-2-4D, so the
DWS of it is similar to C3-2-5D, C3-2-6D:
C3-2-9D
For the extraordinary mode 0, the
DWS is also of a similar form if the velocity of the source V
is along
C3-2-1 CD
So, we see that if DWS of both modes will change
from ellipsoid to hyperboloid.
3.2.4 isotropic cold plasma
The dispersion relation is:
C 3-2-1ID
where is the plasma frequency. The DWS is given by
C3-2-12D
which is also an ellipsoid. See Fig.3-5.
Note that when velocity where
C3-2-13D
C3-2-14D
the whole DWS is above the k =0 axis. This brings some
z
interesting effect to the radiation field which will be
discuss at chapter VII.
3.2.5 cold maaneto-pl asms
The dispersion tensor of magneto cold plasma Ce.g. Stix,
1962D in the
C3-2-15D
where z axis is chosen as the direction of the magnetic field




R= S+ D, L= S- D C3-2-1SO




and Cl and Q. are gyro-frequencies of elections and ions:
C 3-2-21}
with n, n being the number density; m, m being the mass
e i e t
of the particles; and Ze is the charge of one ion.
The dispersion function is found to be:
C 3-2-22}
The dispersion relation ,2)Ck,uD— 0 can also be rewritten as
the following various forms:
C3-2-23}
C 3 -2 -2 4 0
C3-2-25D
Note that the wavevector surface is cylindrically symmetric
about z, i.e. the radial component of the wave-vector k can
be expressed as function of k and co :z
k2 = fC wz, kZ 3 . C3-2-263P 2
Then the DWS can be easily plotted on a two dimensional graph
as k vs k if the velocity of the radiation source is along P 2
Az :
kZ = f [ C—  + ck ft 3z , k2J . C3-2-273
p r 2 z
See Fi g. 3-6.
3.3 Finding the Gaussian curvature CIO of the a DWS having 
cylindrical symmetry
If the DWS has cylindrically symmetric and k can beh*
expressed as a function of k^ , i.e.
k = k^Ck^ £ cos0 x + sin $ y J + kjz , C3-3-1D
then we can use <b and k as coordinate variables to calculatez
the Gaussian curvature by C2—21D. We now show that 
C2-23D is satisfied with respect to <p and k ^  First,
^  = k Ccos<£ x + sin0 y) + z , C3-3-23
ok pZ
—  = k C-sin<£ x + cos0 y 2 , C3-3-3D
d<p p
where k ’ = dk /dk . C3-3-4Dp P 2
This immediately leads to
17
C3-3-5D
Secondly, the unit vector N which is of the same direction of
V- V Cor x- YtD can be calculated by:
C 3-3-6!)
where the sign+ or- should be determined by the direction
of- V. So, the normal component of the mixed double
derivative is equal to zero:
C3-3-7D
Thus we can apply C2-25D to find the principal curvatures:
C3-3-8D
C3-3-9D
The magnitude of the Gaussian curvature can be obtained
C3-3-1OD
C3-3-1ID
Note that k at the stationary phase point has a direct
relation with the space-time variables Cx,tD: let
C3-3-12D
Then by the fact that N and C3-3-6D gives
C3-3-13D
where the choice of the± sign should be determined by the
consideration of the specific problem. We see that k depends
linearly on the observation time for a fixed observation
position; and for any fixed time, it gives the angular
dependence which is meaningful even for V= 0. It turns out
that it is a very important parameter, so we define:
C3-3-14}
As we shall see shortly, the variable and Gaussian
curvature K at the point of stationary phase can be expressed
in terms of r, and thus the far field C2-20} can be found as
an explicit function of space and time analytically in
certain important cases.
3.4 Finding K as function of r for DWS having
One kind of DWS that its quantities at the point of
stationary phase, such as k and K, can be found explicitly




Substitutinginto C3-4-33 and taking square, we have
C3-4-3}






Note that the p coordinate of the point of stationary phase
may having a 7i-shift from that of x- Vt if the- sign of
C3-4-2} is used.
co and k can also be found:
r 7-)
r A-fo
By C3-3-11} and C3-3-12}
C3-4-9}




Note that we have assume that A 0 in the above equations.










The Moving Radiating Source
4.1 Definition using relativistic transformation
Up to now, we only consider the current density of a
moving radiation source having the form C2-12D. For a more
general case of an arbitrary localized radiating source, we
can make a Fourier transformation in time and consider each
Fourier component separately. So, the charge density and the
current density for each component can be written as follows
in a certain inertial frame S:
C 4-1-ID
C 4-1-2D
Then, the charge density and current density for this source
moving in a constant velocity can be found by Lorentz
transformation from S' to an inertial frame S moving in -V




wKptp v= V -z has been assumed. Then,
C 4-1-6D
r a- 1 -7-i
C4—1-8D
C4-1-9D
The Fourier transform of C4-1-9D is:
C 4-1 -10}
Equation C4-1-1 CD is just C2-1 2D, where
c A-1 -1 1
Note that JCxD is the current density at t= 0. In
conclusion, an arbitrary localized radiation source moving at
constant velocity can be expressed as a summation of terms of
the form C2-12D and its current density can be found by using
relativistic transformation.
4,2 Examples of moving radiating sources with velocity V
Two simple one-particle sources will be considered in
this chapter to illustrate the method and they will be
applied to the calculation in later chapters.
4.2.1 helically moving charge
In the rest frame S' of a helically moving charge q,
the charge is in circular motion in the x-y plane. The charge






This situation can be found in the case of a charge confined
in a constant magnetic field B= B z, so that,
C4-2-5D
with$ being the energy Cincluding the rest energyD of the
charge.


















should not be confused with the Bessel function J. Note
•»
q4-2-13D is a linear combination of the form C2-12D.
A.P.P. linearlv nr.illatinq charge
In the 'rest frame, p and J are still given by C4-2-1!)
and C 4-2-2!) with
C4-2-15}
where r'- Cx,y, z! is a constant vector
C 4-2-16!)
The charge density in S frame is given by C4—1-3!).
C 4-2-17!)
In order to find the trajectory of the particle, the third






zCt!) can be solved by this equation in principle, although an
explicit function expressed in t can not be found. Note that


















where the following formula of Bessel function has been used:
C4-2-333
Actually, the exact JCk, oo3 in this case can be found by
relativistic transformation if we note that J'Ck,co'3 and
p Ck',a'3 in S frame can be found in a similar way as above:
C4-2-343
C 4-2-353





C4 - 2 - 3 9 }





Note that for co z « c , this equation reduces to C4-2-32}.o o
This is trivial for k*r » nco z /c: for k*r 2£ w z /c « 1, weo o o o o o
have :
C4-2-44}
Using these limits, both C4-2-32} and C4-2-43} tend to :
If the ka of the point of stationary phase of the specific 
problem really satisfies 1, C4-2-45} can also be used 
as an approximate expression for the current density. This is 
called the dipole approximation.
co
4.3 Real field for separate terms ~6Cco ± n^- - k*V}
From the result in § 4-2, it is found that the Fourier
26
transform of the current density of a real source generally
consists of pairs of terms of the form and
This two terms is not independent. Indeed,
it can be shown that these two terms C for one n 3 will add




If JCx,t3 is a real quantity, then
C 4-3-3!)
usina this and C4-3-13
C4-3-4
Since the 6-function is discrete:
C4-3-53
The results of C 4-2-143 and C 4-2-433 can be checked to be
consistent with this equation if we note the formula of
Bessel functions:
C4-3-63




Now call the k in the second term -k, and make use of the
property of the dielectric tensor of the medium Ce.g. Landau,
19603:
C4-3-83
Then, by the definition of X):
C4-3-93
Note that if£ is Hermitian, i.e.
C4-3-103




So, a pair of terms will give a real
contribution to the E field. We can then just pick up one
term in the calculation and twice the real
part as the final resuL
Chapter V
Radiation in Vacuum
5«1 Movina diDole radiation hv uanal method
The radiation field of a stationary diDole i n





Then, the radiation field of this dipole moving in constant
velocity V can be found by Lorentz transformation to a frame










The magnetic field is still given by C5-1-23 but with the
quantities k. o depends on space-time now.Note that if we put
V= 0, C5-1-4D reduces to C5-1-ID as expected.
For a linearly oscillating charge given by C4-2-27D:
C 5-1 -12}








The retarded time t can thus be found as:




such that the phase factor can be shown to be:
C 5-1-19}
By this and C5-1-17} and C5-1 -18}, co and k can be expressed
A
in r, which are also by C5-1-8}-C5-1-10}. Substituting n= k,
C 5-1-20}
C5-1-21}
and C5-1-14}, C5-1 -15}, into C5-1 -13}:
C 5-1-22}
which is the same as C5-1-4} if we identify:
C5-1-23}
The B field is still given by C5-1-2}.
5.2 Using Lai and Chan's method




The DWS for a proper frequency is given by C3-2-2D
From its shape CFig. 3-4D, it can be seen easily that there
is only one stationary phase point for one observation
point Cx,tD. Since the DWS is an ellipsoid, i.e. C3-2-2D
satisfies the form of C3-4-1D, can be found as a
function of t immediately by using C3-4-4D- C3-4-8D. The
results are just the same as C5-1-7D- C5-1-11D. Curvatures




The far electric field is given by C2-20D. Since both and










Using the linearly oscillating charge as the moving radiating
source, and taking the dipole approximation, i.e. using
C4-2-45}:
C5-2-12
Substitute above equations into C2—20}. finalIv we aet:
C5-S-1 3'
where an additional factor of 4 has been multiplied since
there are two degenerate mode of oo2= c2k2 in C5-2-2}, and
that there is the n= -1 term in the current density
C4-2-31}. By direct comparison, it can be shown that:
C5-2-14}
C5-2-15}
So, the result C5-1-22} is again reproduced. This gives a
check to Lai and Chan's formulation.
It is easy to extend the above calculation to the exact
current density C4-2-43}:
C5-2-16}
where k ,co are given by C5-1-16}- C5-1-11} with to— nco.
n n o o
Similar calculation for the helically moving charge cai
also be done by replacing the current density JCk} b;
C4-2-14}.
The above result can be checked to be relativistic in
the sense that if we put V= 0 in the E and B field and then
use the Lorentz transformation to transform it to a frame
moving in -V, the same E and B field can be reproduced. This
can also be seen from the calculation from C5-1-1} to
C5-1-4}.
5»3 Radiation enerav
The Poyting vector for the Moving dipole radiation car
be found by using C2—63, or simply by using:
C5-3-13






By C2-293, the power received per unit solid angle subtended




The emitted power per unit solid angle is then found by
C2-303 with f found by C2-313:
C5-3-73
C5-3-93
where k, to are now expressed as functions of© Cthe angle
between and V and note the by C3-2-33:
C 5-3-8-}
The total radiation power can be found by integration
C 5-3-10:
In order to simplify the calculation of this, we choose




Substituting these equations into C5-3-9D, C5-3-1OD and using









For (3- O, this result is the same as the well known
result Ce.g. Jackson, 1975, eqn 9-24D
The above discussion shows the essential procedure for
the calculation of radiation power of a moving source.
Chapter VI
Radiation in Isotropic Non-dispersive media
We now consider the next simple media in which the
radiation from a uniform moving source can be easily found,
i.e. the isotropic non-dispersive media with a scalar
dielectric constant. The DWS was found in 3. 2. 2. The
essential difference between this case and vacuum is that
when the velocity of the source exceeds the speed of light in
the medium, i.e. V the DWS changes from an ellipsoid
to a hyperboloid so that Cerenkov radiation may occur.
6. 1





The DWS for the mode 0 is given by C3-2-5D which
is of the form C3—4—ID. For the DWS is an ellipsoid
and so there is only one point of stationary phase for a
given Cx,tD and the quantities at the corresponding








Note that for 1» C6-1-53 to C6-1-93 reduce to the
expressions C5-1—83- C5-1—103 in the vacuum case, since
in this case. We see that the space-time dependence of
is similar to that of vacuum and is single value, so the
r
radiation field should be of the similar form. The curvatures





C 6-1 -1 33
C 6-1 -143
C 6-1 -153
we use the JCk3 in C4-2-453 as in the vacuum case, then
EC x, t3
C 6-1-163





and the magnetic field is:
C 6-1 -193
Note that if we put e= 1, the vacuum dipole field
C5—1—223 is again reproduced.
For (3— 0, C 6-1-183 gives the well-known radiation fielc
for stationary dipole Ce.g. Chen, 1983, eqn.9-653.
The time-averaged Poynting vector can then be found as:
C 6-1-203
where R has been defined by C5-3-3!).
The power received per unit solid angle is:
C 6-1-213
The emitted power per unit solid angle is:
C 6-1 —22!)
with now co, k are functions of 6 given by C3-3-63:
C 6-1 -23!)
The total radiation power can be found by integration of
C6-1 -22!) using similar method as§ 5.3.
The DWS in this case is no longer ellipsoid, but is
hyper boloid. In general, there should be two points of
stationary phase for each observation space time Cx,t). So,








The two co in C6-2-43 are one+ value and one- value, see
Fig. 6-1. So, k in C6-2-53 also have± value.
Note that if 0, the above equations become
complex which actually means that there is no radiation field
in this case. To see this, consider t= 0, so
Csee Fig. 6-13, if 0, then
C6-2-63
The cone construsted by tan is just the Cerenkov
cone, sine
velocity of light in the medium
wol ~i— -i+ w nf+ he=» rsHi at i on=: ni ti~ r~ f=» C6-2-73
This means that the reason for the absence of radiation at
some region is just because the radiation propagate slower
than the source. So, from this physical consideration,
radiation only A the backward Cerenkov cone, i.e. behind the
source:
C6-2-83
Also, the reason for the existence of two points of
stationary phase is due the well-known fact that there exist
two retarded source positions for the velocity of the source






and are still given by C6-1-13D and C6-1-14D, but
now note that is smaller than zero. So, similar tc
C 6-1 -15D
C 6-2-1 31
Using the same JCkD as the above section, we have
C6-2-14D
And the magnetic field is:
C6-2-13D
Note that C6-2-14D diverges ai 1. This is because
on this surface, so the non-dispersive model is no-longer
val i d.
The time-average Poynting vector can also be found
C6-2-16D
Note that the interference between the a- 1 and c= -1 waves
is not important in the time-average Poynting vector since
the frequencies of the two waves are different in general and
thus the interference term vanishes after taking time
average. The received and emitted power per unit, solid angle
are still given by C6-1 -21} and C6-1-22} for each c.
6.3 Cerenkov radiation from the term
The contribution of the term 6Cco- k• Y} can be seen
qualitatively by putting O in C6-1-19} and C6-2-14}
For its contribution is zero. This means that a
uniformly moving charge in an isotropic non-dispersive medium
with velocity smaller than the velocity of light of the
medium does not radiate. This does not mean that the E field
is zero in this case. Instead, by direct integration of
C2-1 CO, the E field of this charge can be found as:
C 6-3-1}
By putting C 6-3-1} is just the
well-known expression of the electric field of a uniformly
movlno charae in vacuum Ce.a. Jackson. 1975. ean. 11.152}.
For C6-2-14} suaaests that the radiation
only exist in the divergent cone 1. This is just the
Cerenkov radiation. From now on we just consider this case.





which is a conical surface CFig 6-3}. So,
This means that for a f: all k on the DWS are the
point of stationary phase for the observation point




Therefor©, C2-20} can not be used here since K= O has been
assumed in C2-20}. Instead, we should start from C2-16} and
expanding the phase factor as:
where the stationary phase point condition has been used:
C6-3-8}






and since N perpendicular to k
C6-3-11}
T, dJDdk and d£dA are still given by C6-1-2}, C6-1-13} and
C6-1-14}. Since dJDdco larger than zero for w 0 and smaller
than zero for co 0 then:




substitute the above equations into C6-3-9}:
C 6-3-13}
where N is the unit vector of x- Vt ,and the fact that:
C6-3-16}
on the DWS has been used. Note that E is real.
The divergent result similar to that of C6-2-14} is
again obtained. The reason is that for large k, i. e. largeZ
co, the non-dispersive modal is not valid. However, C6-3-15}
—12
still gives the direction of E field and the p dependence
of the field. Note that C6-3-16D only tell the field on the
backward Cerenkov cone. This method can not give the E field
for any other point since the far field approximation has
been used. However, for this simple case,the field can
be calculated also by direct integration of C2-10}. The
result is
C6-3-17}
which is also divergent at the Cerenkov cone C6-3-16}.
Chapter VII
Radiation in an Isotropic Cold Plasma
7.1 The far field and the energy flow






where oo is the plasma frequency:
C 7-1 -s:
and are respectively the number density, the
charge and the mass of the species. From C7-1-3D:
C 7-1-6D
C 7-1 —7D
and thus obtain the velocity of energy transport:
C 7-1-8D
The dispersion relation 3d= 0 gives two modes, however, from
the above equation, we see that the mode does not
propagate, so it will not be considered hereafter. The DWS of
the mode is given by C3-2-12D. There exists
one and only one point of stationary phase for a particular
Cx,tD, as can be seen from the shape of the DWS CFig. 3-4 D.
The V of this mode is then, by C7-1-8D
The k,co values and the curvatures at the point of stationary











any velocity, i.e. there is no radiation field in this case.
We now evaluate the electric far field according to
C2-203 using JCk3 being the current density of a linearly







Note that if 1 O the DWS does not exist for
where
7-1 -£1 1
Note that this expression is very similar to that in vacuum,
which can be obtained just by putting n= l, i.e. co= 0, in
C 7-1-193.
Lee and Papas CI 965} found the radiation of a dipole in
a moving isotropic cold plasma with velocity V. C7-1-19} and
C7-1-20} are the same as their result for the V= 0 case. For
a general V, we can compare C7-1-19} and C7-1-20} with the
by
result found 'moving media method by using Lorentz
transformation from the rest frame of the medium to the rest
frame of the dipole. However, since Lee and Papas have only
considered the case for (3 1, so we can not compare their
result for a general V.
The time average energy flow C Poynting vector} can be
calculated by the formula:
C 7-1-22}




where R has(defined by C5-3-3}:
By C2-29}, the radiation power received per unit solid angle
subtended at the retarded position is:







C7-1-28} is the received power of the observer. The emitted
power per solid angle can be found by C2-3CO and C2-31}. Now:
C7-1-30}
where 0 is the angle between V and V, and is the same asE
the angle between k and V in the isotropic case. V£ is given








where now k, k, r should be found as functions of
o z
7.2 When co yu, some special I eatures
It has been pointed out in§ 3.2.4 that when
the whole DWS is above the k Csee fig 7-1}. Some featuresZ
can b© seen in C3.se
7.2.1 Complex DoddI gr effect
For a given 6 there exist two wave-vectors k ,k along
the same direction satisfying the Doppler equation:
C 7-2-1}
This is called the complex Doppler effect which was first
found by Frank CI 943}.
Note that this effect can not happen if kCco} is a linear
function of co, i.e. non-disDersi ve media.
Bv C7—2—1!) and the di neri on rel +.i on
C7-2-2}




Note that V= cn. Graphs for k vs 6 CDWS} and V vs 6 are
plotted in Figs. 7-1.
So, we see that when
C7-2-6}
C7-2-7}
no Ck co} exists. Note also that this effect only occurs when
(3 n.
o
Although the two wave-vectors k+ and k_ are in the same
direction, the two waves are not observed at the same time
because the group velocity of the two waves is not the same:
C7-2-8D
propagates faster than k since n+ n. So, a radiating
source moving at constant velocity V z in the isotropic cold
plasma will be seen by an observer at a fixed position in the
plasma that it is first coming from the —z direction and then
turn back to the same direction at some instant.
Note that since can be very small
this effect can be observed even for low
velocitv source.
7.2.2 A11 -f or war d r adi ati on
It can be seen easily that all the radiation is confined




so the solid angle of the cone that the radiation exist
becomes:
C 7-2-11D
However, the Poynting vector when 6-0 becomes infinite as




So, the total power:
C7-2-14D
whi r-h is finite. We see that at relativistic case, there is
an intensive wave beam along the z-axis radiated from the
source.
7.2.3 Anomalous Doppler effect
In the ordinary Doppler, go decreases as B increase
However, for the go branch of the complex Doppler effect, go
increase as B increase. This effect has been termed as the
anomalous Doppler effect CGinzburg, 19593. Note that this
effect also occurs in an isotropic non-dispersive medium when
7-2-4 Red-shift of forward radiation
's Csee k of Fig. 6-23
In the ordinary Doppler effect, the forward radiation of
the moving source must be blue-shifted, e.g. in the vacuum
case, we have,
C7-2-13D
However, by C7-2-43, the frequency of the forward radiation
CO= CO are:
C7-2-16}
We see that go is always blue-shifted, but go may be+ -
red-shifted since yCl- f3n 3 can be smaller than 1, i.e.
C 7-2-172)
Note that the group velocity of this red-shifted radiation is
always smaller than the velocity of the source since it is
observer for r= co, i.e. after the source has past through
the observer if the source is moving at a constant velocity.
723 Infinite emitted power per unit solid angle at Be
From C 7-1-443, we see that the emitted power per unit
r
solid anale dP dQ becomes infinite when
C7-2-183
which is just the condition for as can be seen easily
from Fig. 7 1. The physical reason for this infinity is that
at
a very small solid anqle dO contains a verv larae
area of the DWS, so the radiation emitted from this solid
angle dO is very large compared with that of the other
On the other hand, the received power per unit solid
angle is not infinite at This is because the group
velocity of those waves inside the solid at 0 is
different, and so they are received by different time at a
fixed observation point.
The total emitted power is also finite although dPdQ is








is finite. So, W is not infinite
Final remarks
The above features may also appear for a moving
radiating source in other dispersive media. Actually, the
first paper Cas far as we know D discussing the complex
Doppler effect used the medium nCcoD
i n
the discussion CFrank, 1943}. However, isotropic cold plasma
may give the simplest and clearest illustration of these
features, especially with the help of the DWS.
Chapter VTTI
-Hi?£('?
Radiation in tsorrROprc Uniaxial Media
B. 1 Dispersion relation
The foregoing consideration is confined to isotropic
media, we now extend to the anisotropic case. The simplest














For the CoD mode, we have:
C8-1-9D
C 8-1 -10D





Not© that is assumed. Foi the medium reduces
to the isotropic one which has already been discussed in
chapter VI.
The DWS of the two modes for V along z are given by
C3-2-9} and C3-2-10} which are of the same form as that for
an isotropic medium except that when (3= 0, the DWS of the
Ce} mode is still an ellipsoid but not a sphere:
C 8-1 -14D




We can also rewrite C8-1-4} for different modes
C 8-1 -17:
C 8-1 -18}
So, we see that for the Co} mode just picks up the
component of the current density and the field is also in the
direction; while for the Ce} mode, it picks up the and z
component of J and E field ia also lying on the plane
determined by these two directions. Thus the electric






This shows that, the interference of the two modes does not
carry energy away from the source in general. Actually, Lai
and Chan have proved thai for the 0 case.
This can be seen by noting that in this case
and thus E B. For 0, the two waves of the two modes
received by an observer is in general having different
frequency except for some special cases Csee Fig. 8-1D, so
the mixed mode interference effect is not important here,
and thus we can treat the radiation power separately for each
mode.
82 V along symmetric axis with V
Consider a radiating source moving along the symmetric
axis z with constant velocity Y. When (3, the DWS of
both modes are ellipsoidal C§ 3. 2. 3D. The values of k, co and K
at the point of stationary phase point for the CoD mode are
qiven by C©—1—5D— C6—1— 9D and CS—1—10D— C©—1—12D with









Note that these quantities reduce to those in isotropic case
if we put I— 1. Similar to C 6-1-153, we have
C8-2-93
C 8-2-1 CD
The electric far field of both modes are then found:
C8-2-1ID
C8-2-1 23
Note that k, to in C8-2-113 and C8-2-123 are different
functions of r.
We see that although the dispersion relation of the
ordinary mode is the same as that of the isotropic medium,
the radiation field is quiet different in these two cases as
can be seen by comparing C8—2—123 to C6—1—183. If we now let
C8-2-133
which is just the field found in the isotropic case, i.e.
C 6-1-183, where we now use a general JCk3.This gives a check
to the result. We also note that the fields of the two modes
do not reduce to that of isotropic case separately in this
limit, although their dispersion relation both tend to that
of the same isotropic mode. Instead, the total field of the
two modes gives the correct limiting result.
the total field is
Another check can be done by putting 1 to compare
with the well known result Ce. g. Chen, 1983, eqn. 10.83!)
They are really the same if only the far field i s
considered.
As has been discussed in 8.1, the interference between
the two modes is not important, so the time-averaged Poynting
vector can be found by each mode separately:
If we put t= 1, then the total Poynting vector reduecs to




The power received per unit solid angle are
C8-2-17}
C8-2-18:
The power emitted per unit solid angle for the Co!) mode can
be found easily since the f factor is just the same as that
rif t.heisotroDic case, so
C8-2-193
For the CeD mode, the f factor is found by C2-313
C 8-2—20}





So, the emitted power per unit solid angle for the Ce3 mode
i s
with f given by C8-2-203 and note that k V is also
expressed in
8.2 V along symmetric axis with V c
When DWS of both modes become hyperboloid. The
values of k,co,K at the stationary phase points for the Co3







Note that a- 1, l for the upper branch or the lower branch
anc By C8-3-43 and C8-3-53
C8-3-73
C8 2 93 and C8 2-103 can still be used but a factor
should be multiplied to them. Finally, we found that
C8-2-83
C8-2-93
Similar to the discussion before C8-2-133, if we let I- 1,
then the summation of the field of the two modes gives the




Note that the fields given by C8-3-83 and C8-3-93 exist only




The Cerenkov cone for the Co3 mode C8-3-113 is similar to that
discussed in§ 6-2. On the Cerenkov cone surface of the Ce3
mode C8-3-123, see Fig. 8-2,
C8-3-133
where yj is the angle between k and V. Note that on this





C8-3-17Dphase velocity of the radiation
source's velocity
This is just the same relation as that of the isotropic case,
i.e. C6-2-7D, although now the CeD mode is anisotropic and
the phase velocity varies as y.
The time-averaged Poynting vector and radiation power
can be found by similar method as the above section for each
mode and each a separately since the interference between the
two ays is not important.
Discussion on Cerenkov radiation can be made similar to
that of§ 6.3, but it will not be given here. From the above
discussion we know that the condition for the occurrence of
Cerenkov radiation is the same in the two modes. However the
angle of the Cerenkov cone is different. Moreover, if JCkD=
q V z, then from C8-1-21D, there is no Cerenkov radiation
for the CoD mode.
8.4 V not parallel to the symmetric axis
In the above section, we assumed that the velocity of
the source is parallel to the axis of symmetric axis of the
medium so that the DWS is still cylindrical1y symmetric about
the axis. In this section, we will see what happens for a
general V. Consider
r o-a-1-
This V is qeneral since we have the freedom to choose the
8*4 V not parallel to the symmetric axis
in the above sections, we assumed that the velocity of 
the source is parallel to the symmetric axis of the medium so 
that the DWS is still cylindrically symmetric about the axis. 
In this section, we will see what happens for a general V. 
Gonsi der
V = V2 $ + Vx $ C 8-4—13
This V is general since we have the freedom to choose the 
x-axi s .
For the Co3 mode, since it is isotropic, DWS is still 
cylindrically symmetric so that the radiation field found in 
the above sections, i . e. C8-0-1ID and C8-3-83, are still 
val i d .
However, f or the C e3 mode, DWS i s no 1 onger gi ven by
C 3-0-1 CD and so k , co found in the above sections can not be
used in this case. Instead, the DWS is changed to : 
co
C-°+ k V + k V 3Zs e„ = £ cZkZ + s„c2kz C8-4-2DY z z x x 1  I _L p  il z
or it can be written as : 
co
k2 = C-°+ k ft + k (3 :>Vtl - k2 + €k2 08-4-33y y  z z x x  I x z
which is still a quadratic surface, but is not
cyclindrically symmetric and is in the from of :
k2 = Ak2 + Bk2 + Gk k + Dk + Ek + F C8-4-43y z X Z X Z X
where A,  B> G,D,E,F are constants. So,
k = k  x + k C k , k 3 y  + k z C8-4-53x y x z Z
We can use k ,k to be the coordinate variables. However,Z X
they are not orthogonal any more in general. This does not 
means that C 0-003 can not be used now, since the Gaussian 
curvature K is independent of the choice of coordinate. Only
59
the result obtained in 3.3 can not be used in this case
instead, we must do it again in a more general manner. By
C8-4-5}:






which is non-zero in general.
C 8-4-91
Note that N is actually defined as the unit vector of V -V,E
which is normal to the DWS. The magnitude of the Gaussian
curvature can then be calculated by the following formula:







Note that if we now let the surface be cylindrical11y
symmetric, C8-4-16D gives the same result as C3-3-1 CD as
expected.
Note that N at the point of stationary phase is parallel






by comparing with C8—4—11D, we found:
C8-4-1 GO
C8-4-2CD
So, if we can expressed the wavevector k at the point of
stationary phase in terms of k and k, the radiation fieldy y
can be found as a function of Cx,t}. In general, it is
difficult to do this and numerical method may have to be
used. For some simple cases where the DWS of the medium is of
the form C8-4-4D, this can be done by a method similar to
that in§ 3.3. Definiate C8-4-4D:
C8-4-21}
C 8-4-223






Substituting C 8-4-232) and C 8-4-42) into C 8-4-212), we get a
second order equation of k:
So, k, and thus k and k, can be expressed in terms of k
X 2 y y
and k easily.S
Note that the above discussion can be extended to the
case of a general quadratic DWS:
C 8-4-262)
since the left hand side can be written as:
where
C 8-4-272)
So, C8-2-262) can be rewritten as:
C 8 -4 -282)




Thus, by similr consideration as above, k, k and k can be
x y z
written as explicit functions of Cx,tD. Then the radiation
field can then be found as a function of space and time,
where and V) ran 5tdll be found bv C8-1-22D,
C8-1-15}, and C8-2-16D. Since the explicit function form is
quite lengthy, it is not given here. However, it can be write
out without much difficulty.
Chapter IX
Cerenkov Radiation in an Uniaxial Cold Plasma
91 Disperson relation of an uniaxial cold plasma
An uniaxial cold plasma is an cold magneto plasma with
very large external magnetic field B= B z. In this case, the
quantities defined in§ 3.2.5 become:
D= 0
S= R= L= 1
C 9-1 -ID
C 9-1-2D










the same dispersion relation as vacuum




anri. for the CaD mode,
C 9-1 -lOD
C 9-1 —11D
F can be rewritten as:
C 9-1 -12D
C 9-1-1 3D
So, these modes have similar properties as those in the
non-dispersive uniaxial medium discussed in chapter VIII.
For a radiating source moving at constant V z, the DWS
of the CiD mode is the same as that of vacuum, i.e. C3-2-2D.
For the C aD mode, the DWS is:
C 9-1 -1 4D
Since it is not of the form C3-4-1D, the stationary phase
point value of k, co is hard to expressed in r explicitly, and
thus the E field can not be found as function of space-time.
Although we can still use C3-3-8D- C3-3-1OD to find K and
find k, oo for a given Cx,tD numerically, it will not be done
here and will be left to the general discussion of cold
magneto cold plasma in the next two chapters.
9.2 Cerenkov radiation for V along B
One special case that the DWS reduces to the simple form
of C3—4—ID is the Cerenkov radiation with current density:
C 9-2-1D
Cerenkov radiation does not exist in the CiD mode since there
2 2 2
is no intersection between co= c k and co= k V as that is
z
vacuum. By C9-1-14D, DWS of the CaD mode for Cerenkov
radiation is:
C9-2-2D
which is clearly an ellipsoid centered at the origin and with
z as its long axis, see Fig. 9-1.
The group velocity can be calculated by C9-1-103 and
C9-1-113:
C9-2-33
where CQ—2—23 has been used. Note that
C9-2-43
these vectors are drawn at Fig. 9-1. So, wee see that there
are two stationary phase points for every observation point:
C9-2-53
where a- 1 corresponds to the upper branch k, a- -1
corresponds to the k and p is now defined by the obervation








Note that t must be larger than zero as can be easily seen





BY 143, we know that the group velocity of the radiation
is always smaller than the velocity of the charge ,although
the phase velocity may be larger than V:
C9-2-173
Using C9-1-11} and C9-2-163:
C9-2-183







where k, w are now k and co+. The Poynting vector is:
C9-2-223
Note that the direction of S is the same as that of the group
velocity, but is different from that of k. The time-averaged




The factor of four difference between C9-2-22} and C9-2-24}
is due to the fact that we have only calculated one branch
Cone c) in C9-2-24}, so the actual value should be four time
1arger.
The power received at Cx,t} per unit solid angle
subtended at the retarded position is:
(9-2-25)
The power emitted per unit solid angle can be found by C2-3CQ
and C2-31}.First, we note that:
(9-2-26)
where S is the angle between V and V, so
(9-2-27)
(9-2-28)
The total radiated power can then be calculated by putting r
= tan0 and perform the integration:
(9-2-29)
where the limit of O is taken as 0 to tt2 since there is no
backward radiation in this case. The integration can be
easily performed by changing variable y= cos 6:
C 9-2-30!)
Based on the above results, some features can be
discussed:
CI} The power received C9-2-25} tends to infinity when
0, i.e. on the z-plane at the time t= zV where the
charge is also on this plane. However, S is finite. This
contradiction can be resolved by noting that the energy
recieved on the z= Vt plane is of flow direction parallel to
z. This means that dPdO for AO at O is actually recievec
by the whole plane z= Vt, so the divergence of dPdO in this
case is not surprising. Also, the emitted power per unit
solid angle dPdO C9-2-28}} is finite for r =0.
9
C 2D All quantities E, S, dPdO, dPdO, W tend to
infinity for [3- 0. This result is physically unacceptable.
The reason is that in the cold plasma modal, we have assumed
that
C9-2-31:
where cok is the phase velocity of the wave and Vth is the
typical thermal velocity of the particles in the plasma.
However, From C9-2-17} we see that cok Or we
know that cold plasma model breakdown near the resonant
frequency, i.e. ckco-» and f or 0 in the Cerenkov
radiation, the DWS is just on the frequency near the
resonance. So, the cold plasma modal in this case is not
valid, so the result calculated in this case does not
correspond to the actual physical situation. For large (3 such
that C9-2-31} is satisfied, the above equations should be
correct.
(3) For?-!, E, S, dPdQ tends to zero except 1 or r
- O, i.e. for the relativistic case, the Cerenkov radiation
concentrated near the plane z= Vt. However, the total
radiated power W C9-2-3CO also tends to zero in this case.
So, for highly relativistic charge, the energy loss due to
Cerenkov radiation is less important. This can be seen also
by the fact that the DWS reduces to a line when? 1.
C4) For a)- 0, all the radiation field quantities tend
to zero. This result is expected since there is no Cerenkov
radiation for vacuum.
9.3 Compare the radiation power found by JE method
To give a check to C9-2-3CO, we now calculate the




where J can be calculated from C9-2-1}, and E can be found by












Si nee is even function of co, and£ is odd function of
we can put f or
wher e
C9-3-103
wher e So, if 0, then there is a pole on the
x axis and gives the dominant contribution. This require
and thus Im So, the x- integration can
be performed in the complex- x plane using the contour as
Fig. 9-2. We then have,
C9-3-113
which is just C9-2-303.
Note that the divergence of W as 0 still exist in
the J• E method. However, in the above deviation, 0 is
assumes since£ is infinite for
Chapter X
Radiation in a Cold Magnetoplasma
10.1 Dispersion relation of a cold magnetoplasma
The dielectric tensor of a cold magneto plasma is:
CI 0-1-13
where we have used the definition C3-2-163- C3-2-213 and the








CI0-1-S3 and CI0-1-63 may be more concrete if we write it in
matrix form of p, cpy z:
CI 0-1-83
C10-1-93






CI 0-1 -1 4)
CI 0-1 -15)
CI 0-1 -16)
r 1 n-1 -1
The disDersion function JO is aiven bv C 3-2-22). Because ol
C 3-2-25), we can rewrite JO as
ClO-1-18)
2 2
where£, are functions of co and k:
C1 0-1 -1 9)
Since JO is cyl i ndr i cal 1 y symmetric about z, so the
dispersion relation JO= O can be represented by a surface in
three dimensional space Ca» k, k) with its shape depends on
parameters which is given by C3-2-20) and











Since M is a large parameter, so it can be seen that the
contribution from ion is important only for low frequency,
especially for
We can study the dispersion surface by looking at its
cross-sectional shape at a fixed Q. The surface is then
reduces to a curve go= coCk} which can be plotted by using
C 3-2-23}. In a hydrogen cold magnetopl asma, we see that the
shape of the dispersion surface is just determined by the
ratio of go and O. We define:
CI0-1-27:
The curves go= GoCk,0} for the two cases: a 1 and a 1 are
plotted respectively in Fig 10-1's and Fig 10-2's for several
values of S. Some points are noted:
CD There is actually another branch coming out from
the origin Cgo= k= 0} and tends to infinity Cckco-» co} near
Q as drawn in the schematic plot of the dispersion surface
CFig 10-3D. However, since Q and the scale of Fig lO-l
and lO 2 is linear, this branch can not. be resolved out from
the axis
C 2} For Qeneral fi.+ Ke=i~is» chm 11 H Hc=» t Kroo r—tt+ -nf f C i— V
- 0} and three resonances Cck The cut-off frequencies
are determined by R= 0, L= 0 and P= 0 and the
resonance frequencies are determined by the following
relation as can be seen from C3-2-23}:
P S=- tan2 CI 0-1-29D
However, for the special case 0, the number of both kinds
of frequencies reduce to two because now co= co corresponds
p
to both cut-off and resonance frequency CNote that it is a
non-propagating mode}. For tt2, the resonance frequencies
are given by S= 0 and there are two co values in this case.
Note also that From CI 0-1-29}, resonance only occurs in
reaions that S and P having oDDOsite signs.
C3} For high frequency the dispersion relation
tends to that of vacuum, i.e. go= ck
C4} The dispersion surface depends on and k, so
the graphs for 0 and rr2 can be easily produced from
Fig lO-l's and 10-2 s by a symmetric consideration.
We can study the dispersion surface also by looking at
its cross-sectional view of fixed co, i.e. the wave-vector
surface Ci.e. DWS with 0}. From Fig's 10-1 to 10-3, we
see that the topology of the wave-vector surface changes
whenever co gets across regions separated by zeros and poles
of S, P, D, R, L. Since these parameters depend on X, Y, we
can drawn the curves of these zeros and poles on the X, Y
plane. These curves then separate the X, Y plane into several
regions so that the topology of the wave-vector surface is
different from region to region. This graph is known as
Clemmow- Mullaly- All is CCMA3 diagram Ce. g. Stix, 19623. By







These equations are plotted in the X-Y plane in a log-log
scale as shown in Fig 10-4. The dot• on the graph makes it
easy to identify what region correspond to a given CX,Y3. We
2
have also plotted the line Y= aX on the graph for a= 0. 3




The reason for drawing these curves will be explained later
in chapter XI.
Wave-vector surfaces for different X,Y in the CMA
diagram are plotted in Fig. 10-5 by using C3-2-233
C 3-2-253. Note that the unit of k is i.e. we are
plotting the refractive index ckco. Some points can be
discussed from these graphs:
CD in Lai and Chan's method for calculating the
radiation field, i.e. C2-203, the Gaussian curvature K of
the wave-vector surface surface is assumed to be non-zero.
However, there are several cases in the cold magnetoplasms
that K= O. On© case is that the curve k vs k may have a
maximum or a minimum k. i e Hk Hie 0 or at
0. From C3—3—93, we see that 0 in this case, so K= 0.
Another case is that there may be turning points on the k~
curve, i.e. d k dk2= 0. From C3-3-83, 0 in this
case, so K= 0 again. Some typical wave-vector surfaces that
belong to these two cases are drawn in Fig 10-6. When K= 0,
C2-203 can not be used, so the radiation field should be
calculated separately for these cases. For the case of
0, since the surface is cylindrical1y symmetric, there exists
a whole circular path on the wave-vector where K= 0 and the
group velocity is along the z-directi on; the radiation along
this direction is therefore enhanced CLighthill, 1960;
Giles, 19783 This effect will be discussed in chapter XI. For
the case where 0, since only one point of surface is
having K= 0, the enhancement of radiation field is not so
great as that of the 0 caseand so it will not be
discussed in this thesis.
C2) For a cold magnetopl asma, there are at most two
sheets of wave-vector surface. Also, for each k, there areZ
at most two values of k; and for each k, there are at most
P P
two values of k. These points can be seen from C3-2-233
-C3-2-253.
C 33 At O, the k valueCs3 is given by
CI 0-1-383
C4) Whenever S and P having opposite signs, the
wave-vector surface will have a resonance angle gi ven
ClO-1-293 so that k- oo at this angle and the surface exist
only in
or B- O, R=L=P, so the wave-vector reduce
to that of isotropic cold r 1 as:mA as: f=vrn=r~+i=»H
10.2 DWS for V alona B
From the discussion in§ 3.2.4, it has been shown that;
DWS in case of a radiating source moving along the directioj
of the external magnetic field in a cold megnetoplasma can b«
expressed in the form of k as an explicit function of k
P z
Since this functional form is quite complicated, it is hart
to study it analytically. Instead, we shall study it b;
plotting the graph of k vs k using numerical computation.
Some examples of these plots are given in Figs. 10-8 Ca5-Cf5
and 10-9 CaD-CbD, where we used o c as the unit of k, i.e.
we are plotting the graphs n vs n with
snrl hv C 3—2— DC~
c: p n P.I Are? still functions aiven bv CI0-1-295-
CI0-1-335 but with X, Y now changed as:
or, we can say that the X, Y parameters change along the
curve Y= a XZ as (3 changes. We have already seen that this
curve is just a straight line in the CMA diagram, Fig. 10-4,
with slope= In 2.
Note that we have assumed tha 0, so the above
equations CIO 2 1} cannot be applied to the case of Cerenkov
radiation where co= 0. Instead, we should use the general
equation C3-2-19) in this case.
With the help of Figs. 10-8 and 10-9, some features of
the DWS can be discussed:
CI) For small the DWS is just slightly different
from the wave-vector surface for O. In fact, it is just
shifted a little upward. However, since the dispersion
surfaces extends to infinity at three- values Csee Fig
10-1 to 10-3) so the Doppler plane must intersect these
branches eventually f or k-» oo C note the Doppler plane
extends to co 0 for k 0 and will intersect the dispersion
surface there.). So, in principle, the DWS should consist of
several branches, no matter how small is. This effect can
be seen clearer for the case of 1, e.g. Fig 10-8e,f show
the DWS for O. 9. It can be seen that there are three
branches for k 0. This effect makes the DWS much more
complicate, especially for large ft. For 0, although there
are still many additional branches for large k, these
branches correspond to the case of resonance where the cold
:
plasma modal is no longer valid. One example for this
resonance wave-vector surface is the wave-vector surface of
the uniaxial cold magnetopl asma CB ocD for the Cerenkov
radiation which has been considered in chapter IX. From Fig.
g_l we 3ee that this surface becomes infinitely large for
0 This effect makes the radiation power diverge for ft- 0
as has been discussed in§ 9 2.
C2) In the case of O, the O 1 iif=s of k are
just those given by n= R or n= L; but for DWS, there are
additional k-values qiven bv PC k %• I f 4_ I 1 I I
so S,P,D,R.L are now functions of k 3. The
existence of these additional values may also be seen ir
Fig's 10-1 and 10-2, if we note that the Doppler plane car
intersect the dispersion surface very near the plane P=(
f or 0. For an ordinary wave-vector surface, i.e. wher
the Doppler plane reduces to a constant co olam o. t.hi
can not happen except for r cr t hi
additional values appear have been pointed out in Fig. 10-8.
C3) There exists some cases, when the parameters X,)
are inside the reqion 5 of the CMA diagram, that there is nc
wave-vector surface when O. but. havi no DWS for finite
This is because for co increases with k V such tha-
2
the parameters X,Y move along the Y= aX line in the CM
diagram C as shown in Fig. 10—40. The X,Y values, initially
2
inside reqion 5, will come out along the Y= aX line.
C4D The existence of O case, i.e. maximum or
minimum of k (k) at k 0, is of interest as has beei
p z p
discussed in§ 10-1. These cases also exist in DWS for
genera and actually more complicated. There are situations
where we have O everywhere for
htr+ f~ T 1 H
vanish, at some points on the DWS CFig.10-8c,d} for O On
th«= rrontrarv. there are cases exist for O htif.
becomes non-zero everywhere for a certain C-i~ 1 fl-Qr~ r~T
Fia. 10-9 show how the first case happens: When k increase
z
or decrease, go increase or decrease according to the Doppler
phiiati on. Originally, X,Y are in the region where the n
case does not exist. However, as changes, the X,Y values
enter to some region that O case can exists. The points
™ +k« nws actually is the intersection of the Doppler plane
Crepresented by n= constant line in Fig. 10-9} and the
ordinary wave vector surface at the same !which is also
drawn in Fig. 10-9}. So the crossing of regions as
increase or decrease brings in the case of 0. Note also
that there could be two sheets of DWS for a fixed each
having a point where 0 Csee the two sheets for 0. 05
in Fig. 10-8c}.
103 Finding the points of stationary phase
In order to find the points of stationary phase of the
DWS, the normal of the surface N V- V should be firsi
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CI 0-3-1 4:












So, d£du can be found without much difficulty by these
equations. Then the group velocity can be found by
and the direction of V- V gives the gives the normal
direction of the DWS, which must be parallel to x- Vt if it
is the point of stationary phase.
T order to find the point of stationary phase, we must
calculated c?k dV. with the DWS is writ, hen a s
r 1 t~ o_«»-
Note that S,P, D.R.L HfiW r l inr t i nnc f t hrnnrrh+ K c»
dependenc
r1,_o_or7
whprp nou+ h ripnnt p»-c:
t-m f.~ r--—. r er 4- rs 4-
f ho
quantities are given by CI 0-3-1ID and CI 0-3-12D. Since r
relates to Cx,tD by r= CVt- zDp, C10-3-27D can be used to
solved k as a function of r. However, since this equation is
z
very complicated, this can not be done anal yti cal 1 y. Note
that even for the simple case of o= constant, expressing k
in terms of r explicitly is till very difficult, if not
impossible. So, the points of stationary phase for a given r
must be found numerically by using C10-3-27D. This can be
done without much difficulty if we can approximately find the
points of stationary phase with the help of the graph of DWS
and then search for the actual points of stationary phase
near the approximate values by using C10-3-27D. C10-3-26D
s
also has to be used to determine the normal directions N at
the points of stationary phase. Thus, we see that the graph
of DWS is very useful in the determination of the points o
stationary phase.
The Gaussian curvature can be calculated by direct
differentiation of C10-3-27D and then substitute into C3-3-8D


















So, we see that can be found by straightforward
calculation without much difficulty, although quite lengthy.
Then, through
the Gaussian curvature can be found in principle if a point of
stationary phase is qiven.
For a given current density JCJO, putting CI 0-1-172),
CI0-3-83 ,C 10-3-142), CI0-3-273 into C2-203, the radiation
field can then be found.
One special case that makes use of the above equations is
the radiation from the point of stationary phase where 0.
Enhanced radiation field is found along the z- axis. The
Hi on will be ai ven in chapter XI.
Chapter XI
Enhanced Field-aligned Radiation in a Cold Magnetoplasma
11•! Condition for
From§ 10—1, we know that,— O may appear even for an
ordinary wave—vector surface C?= 0}. We now find the
condition for X= 0 for this case first.
Note that X= 0 appear when dk dk= 0 for k 0,
using C3-2-24}:
Cll-1-1}
Set it equal to zero, it can be found that for
Cll-1-2}
Substitute this back into C3-2-183, we find that:
CI 1-1 -3:
The same equation can be found by putting the square-root
term of C 3-2-25} equal to zero. The reason is that in the
case of k Ck} having maximum or minimum when k 0, the
two branches C+,-sign} of C3-2-25} should coincide.
Note that C11-1-2} or Cll-1-3} is the necessary
condition. In order to see whether they really give the
situation for 0, the value of should be put
back into C3-2-24} or C3-2-25} to see whether the wave-vector
surfac© exists in such cases.
It is interesting to find out in which region of the X,Y
parameter space C CMA diagramD that the 0 case must
exist. In order to do so, we make use of the following fact:
C1D There are only three kinds of topology for the
wave-vector surface in cold magnetoplasma:
CiD Surface exists for all from 0 to rc2 CspheroidD,
see Fig. 11-1 a.
CUD Surface exists only for S from 0 to a resonance
angle Q Chyperboloid of two sheets), see Fig.ll-lb.
CiiiD surface exists only for from to rc2
Chyperboloid of one sheetD, see Fig.ll-lc
C2D On a fixed p plane, for every k, there are at most two
k values.
Using these two facts, the existence of O can be
discussed for each kinds of topology of the wave-vector
surface:
CiD Spheroid
If dk dk O near k= O, i.e. the surface initially goes
upward at 0, there must be 0 case. The reason is
that the surface must go down to the k axis and so a maximum
of k must exist for a certain k 0. On the other hand, if
dk dk 0 near k 0, there will be 0 always
otherwise there will be more than two k values
corresponding to a single k Csee Fig. ll-2aD
CiiD Hyperboloid of two sheets:
m-i 1 consideration leads to that if dk dk 0 near k= O
there is no O case; if dk dk 0 near k= 0, this
z p p
case must exist.
CiiiD Hyperboloid of one sheet
We have O always, otherwise this will also bring more
than two values to one k Csee Fig ll-2bD.
jNoi_e ai so t,nat for Ci3 and Cii3» O cannot take
place at more than one point on the same surface Cat a fixed
From the above consideration we should now calculate
O. First, we note that by C3-2-243:
Cll-1 -4}
With Cll 1-13, we found that, in the limit of k 0
Cll-1 -53
Then the condition for the existence of 0 are as follows:
Ci3 Spheroid:
The condition is 1 0. We immediately see that the
above condition can never be satisfied for P 0. Note that P
Y with Y: For P 0 and for n= R, i.e.
the R-mode, the condition becomes: R -P, and for L-mode,
the condition is L -P.
Cii3 Hyperboloid of two sheets
h4-•: 4 i 0. For P 0, this condition is
always satisfied. However, P 0 does not allow a hyperboloid
with two sheets Csee Fig.10-73. For P 0, R-mode's condition
is R -P; and for L-mode, it is L -P.
So, if we plot the curves R= -P and L= -P on the CMA
diagram Csee Figs 10-4 and 10-73, these curves will separate
the regions with or without the existence of X= 0 case. By
the above condition, the region that O can happen has
been indicated out at Fig 10-7, and is summarized as follow:
Ca3 For regions inside P OCi.e. Y 1 3, is always
non-zero everywhere on the wave-vector.
Cb3 For the spheroid case, the 0 case exist in regions
4-Ca3, 7Ca3, HCa3 and 12Ca3 Csee Fig. 10-73.
~D For the Hyper boloid with two sheets case, the
case exist in regions 7CcD, 8CbD, 13CcD.
Note that if both spheroid and Hyper boloid with two sheets
exist in a parameter region, they cannot both have 0,
since n for the two—sheeted hyperboloid case must be larger
than for spheroid case. If 0 exists on both surface, we
have, by C11-1-5D,
C 11 -1 -6!)
which is impossible. This can be seen also by the fact that
the two curves L= -P and R= -P do not intersect in the CMA
diagram except for X= 0 or Y= 0.
A direct check can be given by putting P+ R= O or P+ L
= 0 into C11-1-2D. We could found that k 0, i.e. the
case happens at the 0 point. Also by C11-1-5D we see
that dk dk 0 near k= 0 i n this case. This situation is
drawn in Fig. 11-3.
For DWS with (3 0, the condition for the existence of
= 0 is much more complicated. Although C11-1-2D and C11-1-3D
are still valid, they are now complicated equations of k Z
since S,P,D,R,L depend on k through u= Ceo yD+ ck (3. So, a7 O 7
explicit condition cannot be easily found. However, the k
values for O can be calculated by numerically if we know
the approximate value of them from the graphs of DWS. Some
cases in Figs 10-8 and 10-9 have actually been calculated
and the values of n and n Cn= ckco D are shown on some
p z o
graphs Csee e.g. Fig 10-8cD. From the graphs, we see that the
numerical values found are consistent with the approximate
va 1 5een from the scale of the graphs.
For
i.e. K— 0 also, C2—203) cannot, be used bo
calculate the radiation field. Following the consideration of
6 3, the far field is given by an equations similar to
C0-3-9D
CI1-2-13
since dk dk 0, so r-± oo. This means that the
observation direction x— Vt must be in the z direction,
so,
Cll-2-2}
is independent of fi. Also, are given by C3-3-33)
and C 3-3-83) which obviously independent of Furthermore
and as given by CI 0-3-13D and CI 0-3-143), are also not
functions of p. So, Cll -2-13) becomes
Cll -2-33)
The magnetic field can be found similarly:
Cll-2-43)
The time-averaged Poynting vector can then be calculated by
Cll-2-53)
For a stationary source, i.e. O, we have shown that
there is at most one 0 point on the DWS. Since the field
given by Cll 2 3D and C11-2-4D varies as |x- Vt| 12 which
domi nate the far field unless the integration vanishes. So,
we only need to consider one a in the above equations, and
therefore there is no mixed-mode interference in S.
For 0, more than one 0 case may happen. However,
since co depends on k now, so these stationary will have
different frequencies. The interference of these k's in the
time-averaged Poynti ng will then average out. So, we can
consider term by term in the above equations. Then we have,
C11-2-6D
The |z- Vt j 1 dependence of the Poynting is quite
different from that of the ordinary case, however, the above
result only valid on the z-axis and so it is called the
enhanced field-aligned radiation. For the observation
direction x- Vt not parallel to z, the Poynti ng vector
depends on |x- Vt{ in general, so the energy conservation
is not violated by this enhanced radiation. Also, the power
received per unit solid angle at : 0 in this case cannot be
found by the following equation:
:n -2-7D
The actual calculation of this quantity may be complicated,
however, from the above discussion, we see that the power
radiated along z must be very large compared with that alone
another direction.
11.3 Group velocity and
The DWS is given by C1Q-3-26D
Cll-3-1}












When 0— O, CIO—3—27} and CIO—3—29} become Ckeeping the











Note ihA+. and can be found easily by ClO-3-2} and
CIO 2 15} CI0-3-25} provided that, a point of stationary
Dhase k. whe»rp Ck} =0, is given. For 0 the
calculation is much more simple since we do not have to
calculate(
11.4 Integration over
The integration over in the above equations depends on
the choice of the current density. The most natural radiating
source moving along the field of a magnetoplasma is the
helically moving charge described in§ 4.2.1. The JCk,co} is
given by C4-2-13} and C4-2-14}. By CI0-1-3} and CI0-1-4}:
CI1-4-1}
CI1-4-2}
So, C4-2-14} can be rewritten as
CI1-4-3}
Note that the argument of the Bessel functions is so
thev are independent of Define
CI1-4-4}
T. T and J are independent of
CI1-4-5}










Therefore, only the n— 0, ±1 terms can survive after the
integration of By the argument in 4-3, the n
± 1 terms can be combined into just the n= 1 term multiplied
by two and take the real part of the final result. For n= 1:
Cll-4-123
By a similar consideration
Cll-4-133
where now the n= 1 index in G is omitted. Since E and B also
depend on exp it k z- so f or O, the wave is left
hand circularly polarized if it propagate along the z-
direction and is right hand circularly polarized if it
propagates along the- z-directi on. This polarization is the
same as that of the circularly moving charge. Note also that
E _L B, since
Cll-4-143




°» x- O, i.e. there is no radiation for the n= 0
term. Note that this n= 0 term corresponds to Cerenkov
For the n= 0 term.
radiation, so we conclude that when 0, there is nc
Cerenkov radiation.
We can now write down the total radiation field C for one
by using CI1-4-123, Cll-4-133 and CI1-4-153
11-4-183
Note that and Gare given by CI1-4-63- CI1-4-83 and






Then Cll-4-183 can be rewritten as
Cll-4-22
11. 5 Self mode interference of the enhanced radiation
We now use the linearly oscillating charge as the moving
radiating source to perform the -integration. Assumed that
it is moving along the z-axis and oscillating in the x-z
plane. Also, we use the dipole approximation so that we only





with x and z being two constants. Since now this source is
not cylindrical symmetric, it may be more convenient to use







For the B field, we similarly get
C11-5-8D








We see that the Poynting vector is not in the
z-direction. The x-component of the Poynting vector does not
vanish in the general, except for z =0. CFor x= 0, S= 0
since the charge is oscillating along the observation
directionD. By this, it appears that the non-vanishing
x-component of the time-average Poynting vector is due to the
interference of the wave's of different 0. If z= O, then
the charge is oscillating in the perpendicular plane of the
z-direction, so the source is symmetric in x and -x direction
Cnote that since the charge is oscillating on the x-z plane,
the source is also symmetric in the y-directionD, thus, the
Ponyting vector must points along z, i.e. no interference
effect. If z 0, the source is not symmetric in x and -x
direction, so interference effect happen. From this
sxplanation, the fact that this interference effect does not
exist in the helically moving charge is also expected since
this current density is cylindrical1y symmetric.
Note that this interference effect is due to the same
mode. The different from this to the mixed mode interference
is that this effect may also exist for the moving source
while the mixed-mode interference effect is hard to appear
for the case of moving source since the frequencies of the
wave's emitted by the two modes are probably different from
each other due to the Doppler effect.
For the (3= 0 case, this self-mode interference effect
actually exists not only on the z-axis, but also in the
region for Q not larger than a certain value. This is because
there are three points of stationary phase on the surface
with the same normal direction Csee Fig 11-42). So the




In this thesis, the formulation given earlier by Lai and
Chan has been applied in a systematic way to evaluate the far
field and energy flow caused by a radiating source moving in
a number of media.
C13 It has been shown that the point of stationary
phase of a quadratic Doppler-shifted wave—vector surface
CDWSD, whether cylindrical1y symmetric or not, can be
expressed in terms of observer's position and time
explicitly. As a result the far field and energy flow has
been evaluated in a straight forward way for several media,
including a non-dispersive uniaxial medium, an isotropic cold
plasma and an uniaxial cold magnetoplasma Cin the strong
field limit and for the charge moving along the magnetic
field}.
C2D For a more complicated media, the point of
stationary phase for a given observation point has to be
found by numerical method. The graph of DWS gives a lot of
help in this numerical calculation. This graph can be plotted
without much difficulty if the surface is cylindrical1y
symmetric and can be expressed as a function of co and k.
Graphs of DWS of cold magnetoplasma for the radiating source
moving along the magnetic field has actually been plotted and
points of stationary phase have been found numerically for
some special cases.
(3) For a charge moving along the magnetic field line
in the uniaxial cold magnetopl asma, the DWS is an ellipsoid
because of dispersion and the Cerenkov far field calculated
is quite different from that in a non-dispersive medium.
43 For a radiating source C of proper frequency oo 0
o
moving in a cold plasma, we have found that the DWS moves up
into the upper region of the wave-vector space if to yco and
o p
consequently, Frank's complex Doppler effect occurs and the
radiation is all-forward.
C53 For a radiating source moving along the field in a
cold magnetoplasma, we have shown that, depending on the
velocity of the source, enhanced radiation flux Cwhich is
inversely proportional to distance} could appear along the
field direction, forward or backward.
C63 From the above study, we see that many interesting
effect may appear in the Doppler effect for radiating source
moving in an anisotropic dispersive medium. It is natural to
think that these speci al have not yet been completely known.
The concept of DWS may be very helpful in the study of these
ef f ects.
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Fig.2-1 The DWS for a moving radiating source, with velocity V
V z and passing z= 0 at t= 0, is drawn. For an observation ooini
f v. t). thf= nni nt of stati onarv nh.p
condition that is Darallel to v- Vt Tho nr-m m -eCa1 oo.— i f -v,
is found by - V and t.hp T~ f=t r- nnr i+ i r--r r~,r f K£=
E Y o








Fig. 3-1 For the isotropic case, the dispersion relation go= coCkJ
can be drawn as a curve in 2D space and this curve intersects the
line of the Doppler equation co kVcos0 at some points
for a given Ca); The DWS is then can be drawn on the 2D space
of k vs k as the curve of these intersection points vs CbD.
The actual DWS is the surface of rotation of this curve, so it is
cylindrically symmetric.
Fiq. 3—2 For an anisotropic medium with cylindrical symmetry
about z, the dispersion relation is of the form go= GoCk ,k so
it can be drawn as a surface in a 3D space. If the
velocity V of the source is along z, the the Doppler equation is 5
pi ane The intersection of this plane with co=





Fia. 3-3 DWS of the form k= Ak+ Bk+ G, with A,B,C beinc
constants is a kind of quadratic surface having cylindrical
symmetry about z. There are three kinds of topologies: Ca3 for A
0, it is an ellipsoid; Cb) for A= 0, it is a paraboloid; Cc3










in .t i o
Fiq. 3-4 DWS's of vacuum for different velocities are drawn. Note
that for 1, the length Calong} of the DWS tends to infinity







Fiq.3-5 DWS's of isotropic cold plasma, with r
are drawn for different Note that for n, the whole DWS is
ahnvo+ h«» avi S and f OT 1, the lenqth of the? nw. 1+ .»nH«s
to infinity but with both the highest and lowest points
k~
Fig. 6-1 The dispersion surface for an isotropic non-dispersive
medium is a conical surface, the intersection of this surface with
the Doppler plane may have three kinds of topologies: CaD for
it is an ellipsoid; C fcO for (3= 1 it is a paraboloid; CcD




Fio.6—3 The DWS for the Cerenkov radiation in an isotropic
non-dispersive medium is a conical surface. The normal of this
surface points at one direction only Cfor one so only the
observation points lying on this direction can find radiation.
















Fig. 6-2 The DWS of an isotropic non-dispersive medium for the
case 1£ is drawn. For an observation point inside the
Cerenkov cone r= C Vt- zDp 1 there are two points of
stationary k and k corresponds to it. The two retarded
positions t and t of the source are also indicated.
Fiq.7-1 a The DWS for an isotropic cold plasma when on]
eci st f or P7 nr in this cone, there are two k
values. Note also that the radiation only propagate in the forward
direction of this cone.
0. tj







Fig.7-1b Group velocity surface for an isotropic cold plasma
i e. Plotting V as a function of
ktf
t0
Fi g.8-1 DWS for a non-dispersive uniaxial medium are drawn for
the velocity of the source along the symmetric axial z. The
frequency of the received waves from the CoD and Ce} mode for a
observation point is not the same in general, except for x- Vt
parallel or perpendicular to z.
y Cere!? cone.
' k
FiQ 8-2 Cerenkov con© for the CeD mode. Note that k -L x Vt on












Fiq- 9-1 DWS for Cerenkov radiation in an uniaxial cold plasma
i with V along B. Note that it is symmetric in z ,-z. From the
direction of the vector V£ and V, we found that there are two































p.-0 1 o-1 And Fia. 10-2 The dispersion surfaces of a cold
macrnetoplasma are plot-ted as vs k for different Canale between
k and the external B fields for two cases a 0. 3 and



















































































































Fig.10-3 Schematic plots for the dispersion surface for 0=0,
rr2 and a general Q.
x













1A R--f0j A toot
r
Fia.1Q-4 C.M. A diagram plotted in a log-log scale. The dots
inside the graph indicate the log scale. Note that X== Oco, Y=
Fiq.10-5 Wave-vector surface C DWS foi 05 of cold
magnetoplasma for X,Y parameters inside different regions of the
CMA diagram Cindicate by a number inside a square, see Fig.10-75.





























































Fia.10-6 Several cases found in the wave-vector surface of cold1
maqnetoplasma such that K= 0. The meaning of the symbols are:
Fia.1Q-7 Schematic plots of the CMA diagram shows the separation
of the parameter space. Note that R= -P and L- P curve eparat-
the regions whether there exist= O case or not. The
r+_,+ -o indicates the sign of parameter C S, P, D, R, LD. The
pictureis the schematic plot of wave-vector with R, L,
»_— P pp= L 3.U C7— U.meaning n— R or u





























Fi n. 1Q-8 DWS for V along B. Note that now n= ck«_. x •Y mean


Fiq.10-9 DWS with the ordinary wave-vector surface are also
plotted so that the DWS can be viewed as the intersection ol the
Doppler-shifted frequency with the ordinary wave-vector surface.
Fiq.11-1 Three kinds of topologies of the wave-vector surface of 
the cold magnetoplasma CaD spheroid, CbD hyperboloid of two 
sheets, CcD hyperboloid of one sheet. Note that is the resonant 
angle.
Fig.11-S For the three kinds of wave-vector surface of cold
magnetoplasma :CaD shows that for a spheroid, if dk^/dk^ < 0 near
k = 0 ,  then X , = O case can not happen, otherwise there will beP <Ptwo k value/ for one k . CbD shows that for a hyperboloid of two P zsheets, if dk /dk > 0 near k = 0 ,  then X = 0 case can notz p P 4>
happen. Cc) shows that X^ = 0 case never exist in a hyperboloid of 
one sheet.
Fig. 11-3 For
Fig.11-4 Self-mode interference effect may also happen for x not 
along the z in the case that there is X^ - O case on 
wave-vector surface.


